ACS STRATEGIC PLAN*

VISION
Improving people’s lives through the transforming power of chemistry

MISSION
Advancing the broader chemistry enterprise and its practitioners for the benefit of Earth and its people

CORE VALUES
- Passion for Chemistry and the Global Chemistry Enterprise
- Focus on Members
- Professionalism, Safety, and Ethics
- Diversity, Inclusion, and Respect

GOALS

GOAL 1
Provide Information Solutions

GOAL 2
Empower Members and Member Communities

GOAL 3
Support Excellence in Education

GOAL 4
Communicate Chemistry’s Value

2020 HIGHLIGHTS
- 24 international chemical sciences chapters, 32 technical divisions, 185 U.S. local sections
- 60* peer-reviewed journals
- 85 countries (scientists, patent professionals, and business leaders) rely on CAS solutions
- 6,700* members of the American Association of Chemistry Teachers
- 11,000* economically disadvantaged high school Project SEED participants since 1968
- 152,000* members worldwide
- 155*M journal articles disseminated annually worldwide
- 159*M unique organic & inorganic substances disclosed in the literature since the early 1800s
- $617*M in PRF research grants awarded since 1953

Learn more at strategy.acs.org
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